the comparisons offered below are based mostly on the Middle Korean language of the 15th-16th centuries A.D.
(1) Khitan  <m.as.qó> 'eldest son',  <m.as.qú> 'eldest daughter' (Kane 2009, p. 95) . Although Kane maintains that <m.as.qu> 'eldest, first' corresponds to Khitan  <m.o> 'big, eldest, first' (ibid.) , the exact nature of this correspondence remains unclear both phonologically and morphologically. In addition, Khitan <m.as-> does not really mean 'first', because it is used exclusively for the members of the family, as Kane himself notes (p. 98) . For the time being it is better to view them as two unrelated words. The same should be said about Khitan  <qó> 'son' in  <m.as.qó> 'eldest son' and  <bo.qo> 'child, son', especially because <qó> and <qo> are spelled with different phonograms. (YNM 26) To the best of my knowledge there are no parallels to Khitan m.as-'eldest' in other Mongolic languages: WM ME sI masi 'very, considerably' can be excluded on semantic grounds. However, MK  mʌ̀t ~  mʌ̀s 'eldest' coincides with the Khitan word almost exactly. There might be a slight problem here, though. The earliest MK texts prefer the spelling  mʌ̀t with final -t, but the later texts almost exclusively have the spelling  mʌ̀s with final -s. However, it is well known that even in the earliest texts there was a strong tendency for neutralisation of all dental obstruents as [-t] . MdK has mat-, but other dialects provide evidence for both -t and -s. Thus, the information is not conclusive, and it is difficult to make a final choice, although the coexistence of both -t and -s variants in the earliest texts probably points towards the neutralisation of -s > -t. 라 kù àpí-nʌ́n sènzìn-ʌ́r nìrù-n-í-rá that father-TOP hermit-ACC say-PAST/ADN-be-FIN 'That father' referred to a hermit (Sekpo 11: 26a) One obvious problem with this etymology is that -p-in MK àpí 'father' is a non-leniting -p-, that goes back to an *-Np-cluster (Vovin 2003) . But, we do not know whether Khitan borrowed from a Koreanic language where PK *-Np-and *-p-(> MK -β-) might have merged as *-β-~ *-b-. 
    
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EIGHT is ai-se EIGHT nine year-PLUR eight-nine years (XZM 3) 4 It is likely that Khitan /h/ was a velar /x/, and not a laryngeal fricative /h/. In this case, it is possible to explain it as a loan from Koreanic, cf. MK hʌ́y ( .
)
'year', where /h/ is a laryngeal voiceless fricative that was likely simply ignored in the process of borrowing.
샤 yèsús hʌ́y-rʌ́r khǒhhʌ́yng hʌ́-sy-á six year-ACC ascetic.life do-HON-CONV [he] was leading ascetic life for six years (Sekpo 6: 4b) (4) Khitan  <qi> 'that' does not have any parallels in Mongolic, Turkic, or Tungusic languages. It may be a loanword from LMC 其 kɦi or EM 其 khi' 'that' (Pulleyblank 1991, p. 245) . Since Khitan does not have a contrast between /i/ and /ɨ/, it is equally possible that it is a loan from Koreanic, cf. MK kù [k ] (그) 'that'. Now we come to two examples that demonstrate how the study of Koreanic loanwords in Khitan can potentially shed light on the decipherment of unknown readings for Khitan characters.
(5) Khitan  <188.qo> 'small'. Only the second character  <qo> has the established reading, but the reading of  (#188) remains unknown. Kane (2009, p. 118) mentions that Aisin Gioro suggests *od, and Chinggeltei *ba (cf. Mongolian baɣa 'small'). The first of those seems to be completely ad hoc. The second is possible, but both the difference in vocalism and the shift -q-> -ɣ-remain to be explained. Kane (2009, p. 118) himself opts for the mnemonic reading <zỏ> on the basis of Chinese 州 'region, province'. Pulleyblank (1991, p. 411) Except for a possible but not perfect comparison with WM baɣa 'small', there are no other obvious Mongolic, Turkic or Tungusic parallels to Khitan  <188.qo> 'small'. However, if one follows Kane's suggestion about the mnemonic nature of the reading of Khitan, and reads it with the more appropriate *cǝw rather than <zỏ>, the most obvious parallel is from Koreanic. There are MK doublets cyǎk-(:쟉-) and cyěk-(:젹-), both with the RISING tone (denoted in the script by :), which indicates original disyllabic origin, thus cyǎk-< *cyakʌ-and cyěk-< *cyeke-. There are also two oddities concerning these doublets. First, it is highly unusual for MK spelling <cy->, which probably renders MK [č], since MK <c> (ᄌ) was [c] . Second, the alternation a ~ e in MK normally occurs in cases of semantically 'heavy' and 'light' shades of meaning, like 'blue' and 'bluish'. Here, however, the words in question are complete doublets with no variation in meaning. This leads me to the conclusion that the archetype vowel was most likely the diphthong *yʌ (ᆝ), that in MK was present only in the speech of children and in peripheral dialects (Hwun-hay 23a).
.킈:쟈. khúy cyǎk-ʌ̀r ssʌ́y height be.small-IRR/ADN because because [his] height was small (Sekpo 24: 8a) .모.미.크.락:져그.락..야 hʌ̀n móm-í khú-r-ák cyěk-ùr-ák hʌ́y-ʌ́ one body-NOM be.big-IRR/ADN-POSTMOD be.small-IRR/ADN-POSTMOD do-CONV Whether a body is big or small (Welin 1: 14b) Therefore, I suggest a tentative reading <ca> or <co> for the Khitan character . There might be a second independent piece of evidence in favour of this proposal.
In line six of the Yelü Xiangwen epitaph studied and published by Wu and Janhunen (2010) (6) Khitan  <342.bo> 'wine'. The reading of the first character  #342 is unknown. To the best of my knowledge, there are no possible Central Asian or Chinese etymologies of this word that would contain <bo> or <bu> as the second syllable. Since both Khitans during Liao and Jurchens during Jin were highly Sinicised, we can also suspect that here rice wine is meant, and not the Central Asian varieties of alcohol that were produced on the basis of other products. This clearly describes the ceremony of mixing wine with sacrificial blood, mentioned in a translation by Wittfogel and Fêng (1949, p. 271) : "On the day of the winter solstice, as a national custom, a white sheep, a white horse, and a white goose were slaughtered. The blood of each was taken and mixed with wine. Then the Son of Heaven worshipped the Black Mountain from a distance". Khitan  <c.i.is> is 'blood',  <-boń> is a perfective marker, which according to Kane (2009, pp. 147, 155) can also form verbal nouns, although looking at his example (on p. 155) it should rather be treated as an adnominal form. Then  <-d-> must be some kind of verbaliser with the passive meaning not mentioned in Kane's (2009, pp. 131-166 ) sketch of the Khitan morphology. The remaining two blocks are also readable, but by no means clear. The last one could be potentially the past tense in  <-er> of the copula  <p(o).u>, but  <p.o-or> (Kane 2009, p. 146) should be rather expected. It is possible that the third block  <un.én> is a cognate of MM and WM ünen 'truth'. Then the verbal form  <c.i.is-dboń> is likely to be an adnominal, therefore, I arrive at the tentative interpretation and translation presented above.
    
(b) According to Chinggeltei et al. (1985) , the Khitan character  <su> also occurs in two other blocks. The first of them is  which I propose to read as <sup(o)-en>, since  #295, usually read as <p>, is also read as <po> on at least one occasion: there is a spelling alternation  po.o ~  p.o.o 'monkey' (Kane 2009, p. 70) . Since there is a variation between [p] and [b] in Khitan, cf. copula  <p(o).u> ~  <b(o).u> (Kane 2009, p. 156) , I think there is a possibility that  342-295-140 <sup(o)-en> (XZM 3-54) might be a genitive form in  <-en> of the same word  <subo> 'wine' already discussed in (a) above. However, it occurs in a much less clear context. Below I provide four relevant blocks (XZM 3-52/55): 8 ----who read the transcription 酥孛 swupo [subo] as supur or suǝ-puǝt (Kang 1991, p. 71) , because in the early 12th century the final EMC -t or LMC -r were no longer there.
7 None of them was commented upon in Chinggeltei et al. (1985, p. 581) . 8 Neither Chinggeltei et al. (1985) nor Ji Shi (1991) comment on these blocks. My interpretation and translation of these four blocks remain highly provisional, as there are several problems. First, although Wittfogel and Fêng (1949, pp. 278-283) mention that there were numerous libations during imperial funeral ceremonies, and that wine and food were burnt in front of the imperial mausoleum (p. 284), they remain silent on whether the wine was actually entombed with other goods together with the coffin in a mausoleum. Most likely it was, as their Figure 27 (on p. 282) presents a picture of a wine cup next to a wine jar, excavated from the imperial Liao tombs. Secondly, while the interpretation of the first block and the third block (as I believe) is easy and uncontroversial, the second and the fourth blocks, although readable, still represent puzzles. Thus, the third block consists of a single Khitan character  #366, with a known reading <ul>, which frequently appears in the Khitan word  <u.ul> 'winter' that, to the best of my knowledge, is never spelled just  <ul>. Moreover, although this character is known just as a phonographic one, the very fact that it takes the whole block to itself suggests logographic usage here. Possibly, it might be the name of a wine. Or it may be co-ordinative to  <sup(o)-en> 'wine-GEN' and denote the name of another product that was also entombed. If Kane (2009, p. 111) is right that Khitan  <ui> 'pig' may actually reflect *uil, the character  <ul> could turn out to be an allograph of the same word. Since pork was one of the staple foodstuffs in Manchuria since time immemorial, the pairing of pork and wine as goods entombed with the deceased emperor really makes sense. The last block  <cu.úd> formally looks like a plural in -d of the noun *cu.u-with unknown meaning, but if my guess about the context here is right, then it probably means 'offering'. Consequently, these four blocks might be explained as 'entombed offerings of pork and wine', but the explanation, of course, remains speculative due to many unknown factors.
   
(c) The remaining block, where the Khitan character  <su> is used,  <su.er> 342-341 occurs twice . Apart from the observation that formally it looks like a past tense form in  <-er> of an unknown verb  *su-, I am unable to offer any other considerations at this point. 
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